
Executive Summary

The primary topic this quarter was COVID-19, but despite being the center of everyone’s conversations, 

the virus is not yet a trend impacting premiums, namely because it exploded so late in the quarter. 

The main impact COVID-19 had on the market in late Q1 was in claims—specifically, business 

interruption. Most insurers are taking the position that business interruption (BI) claims arising from 

a virus are not covered, but for a few industries, like healthcare and food and beverage, where 

affirmative coverage may have been granted. This question will be the topic of discussion through 

2020 and likely longer as litigation has already been filed against several insurers in an effort to 

determine if BI coverage applies. Congress and several states have introduced legislation around the 

issue. Some insurers have mentioned the possibility of adding exclusionary language around 

pandemics to quotes going forward, but to date, this has not gained momentum. It is a trend we will 

continue to watch.
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MARKET TRENDS

› Cargo-only policies with good loss history 
are seeing single-digit rate increases.

› Stock Throughput policies are seeing rate 
increases from 10% to 50%; companies 
with significant losses are seeing even 
larger increases.

› Companies with transit exposures in 
Mexico are seeing warranties that require 
special security procedures.

› The following occupancies are seeing the 
largest rate increases:

› Pharmaceuticals, Food, Wineries, & Retail

› The Marine Cargo industry was not profitable in 2016, 2017, or 2018.

› In 2019, several Lloyd's Syndicate locations were closed following the decile 
10 review, reducing available capacity.

› 2020 is already off to a challenging start for Cargo market: The tornado 
that hit a Dell storage facility in Nashville, TN resulted in one of the largest 
individual stock losses the Lloyd's insurance market has seen in years.

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Losses directly impact capacity 
which, in turn, impacts premiums—
increased losses continue to push 
rates up.

>$250 million loss
CARGO MARKET

FOR TORNADO HIT
At Dell Facility in Tennessee

2016, 2017, 2018
CARGO MARKET

Not Profitable
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MARKET TRENDS
› Increasing claims costs, a growing litigation

finance industry, huge settlements, and
jury verdicts.

› The Casualty market is well-capitalized, but 
key lines such as Auto, General/Products
Liability, and Umbrella/Excess are strained.

› Plenty of capacity exists for primary 
Casualty lines, but the insurers have
significantly cut capacity for Excess lines,
putting material pressure on rates.

› Insurers have implemented rigorous
underwriting discipline and are
shortening limits while increasing 
requirement attachments.

› The key driver of rate pressure is the negative claims trend across
Auto, GL, and Excess. There are increasing average claims settlements
and a boom in nuclear verdicts/punitive damages claims.

› Commercial Auto continues to destroy capital for insurers as rate
increases still have not caught up to claims costs. The estimated
combined ratio for 2019, the 9th consecutive unprofitable year for 
Auto, is 106%.

› The litigation finance industry, which funds claimants' suits against
policy holders, reached an estimated $9.5 billion in assets.

› Huge settlements and jury verdicts are on the rise—an estimated 
300% increase in verdicts >$20 million in 2019 since the prior decade.

Average Rate Movement – Recent Renewals

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

There is upward pressure on 
rates/premiums due to more
claims and larger settlements
in Auto, General Liability,
and Excess.

Period Auto WC GL Umbrella

Q4 2019 10.5% -1.9% 5.8% 13.6%

Q3 2019 9.1% -2.7% 4.6% 9.8%

Q2 2019 8.4% -2.5% 3.2% 5.7%

Q1 2019 8.8% -3.3% 2.0% 3.3%

Q4 2018 7.0% -3.3% 1.4% 2.3%

Q3 2018 7.0% -2.6% 8.0% 1.4%

Source: CIAB Q4 Rate Survey

Prior to the shelter-in-place orders that have upended lives globally, the story in commercial lines 

insurance was the continued upward movement of premiums that was prevalent through 2019.

Our Q1-2020 Market Update examines the trends impacting premiums and provides commentary 

from several insurers on the state of the market.

This update focuses on general trends that we see for each product category, but it is 

important to note that premiums and coverage terms and conditions can vary across account sizes 

and industries. For example, smaller accounts generally experience smaller increases than larger 

accounts. Also, certain industries still remain competitive. Our Technology Industry Insurance Rate 

Trends Report looks at rate trends for technology companies from 2015 to 2019. This has been a 

buyer’s market for several years. Rate reductions are slowing, but technology companies were still 

seeing rate decreases in Q12020, which shows that insurers remain competitive in segments that 

are profitable

The one product where premiums are decidedly up, regardless of account size or industry, is 

D&O. The pain is deepest for public companies, but even private companies experience rate 

increases due to the overall increase in frequency of litigation and defense costs. 

Let’s now take a deeper look into the Q1 story.
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2.4% 3.5% 5.2% 6.2% 7.5%

28.5%

-13.0%

Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019 High Low

Average Commercial Rate Increases
Source: The Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers

https://woodruffsawyer.com/property-casualty/technology-insurance-rates-trends-2020/?utm_source=ws-pdf&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=commerical-update-q1-2020
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MARKET TRENDS

› Consumer privacy regulations with 
significant penalties are sweeping across 
the globe.

› Ransomware attacks continue to 
increase, with higher demand amounts 
and costly business disruptions.

› Board oversight of cyber and privacy risk 
is increasing.

› Rates are increasing for excess layers on 
large towers as cyber losses prove to be 
more catastrophic.

› Ransomware was the largest attack style in 2019, as attackers pivoted 
towards enterprise-level targets with ransom demands in the millions and 
higher Companies now being publicly shamed for not paying ransom.

› Penalties for violations of privacy laws such as GDPR and CCPA are 
steep—through direct fines or private rights of action granting
statutory damages.

› Securities class action and shareholder derivative suits following high-
profile data breaches have boards asking more questions about cyber risk 
and insurance. Notable suits: Yahoo, Equifax, Marriot, FedEx, Capital One.

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Pricing and capacity remain stable 
for now. Ransomware and regulatory 
changes are driving losses for carriers. 
Many clients analyzing limits given 
changing risk environment.

Growth in average 
ransomware payments

104%
Days average 

downtime

16.2

D&O: Carrier Perspective 

3

Inadequate compensation for risks assumed

Continuous 
innovation by 
plaintiffs' bar

Increasing 
severity of 
derivative actions

Claim cost 
inflation + social 
inflation

Event litigation & 
follow-on suits 
from regulatory 
actions

Same # of 
publicly traded 
companies + 
more SCAs = 
higher frequency

On a full-year basis, we 
achieved rate increases that 
exceeded 25%. This 
improvement was led by 
public D&O, where rate 
increases were 38% in the 
fourth quarter and 29% for 
the full year. We continue to 
manage our exposure to D&O 
trends and reduce primary 
commercial D&O aggregate 
limits by 40% in the fourth 
quarter and over 35% for the 
full year.”

– Peter Zaffino, CEO – General 
Insurance & Global COO, AIG

“ Right now [in Q4] for example 
D&O rate increases on 
primary D&O are in the 30% 
range and excess D&O are in 
the 60% range. That's 
consistent with what some 
other marketplace observers 
have reported as well.”

– Aldo Zucaro, Chairman and 
CEO (retired), Old Republic

“ I think it [rates increasing] never 
lasts as long as you'd like.... At 
the same time, there is still a 
lot of—a lot more pain to 
come and if you look at 
what's driving the [rate] 
change, it's pain and we have 
sort of gotten a glimpse of the 
tip of the iceberg, but there is 
a lot of iceberg that's below 
the sea level and there's just 
more to come. So from our 
perspective, we don't see this 
slowing, we see it accelerating.”

– W. Robert Berkley Jr., 
President & CEO, W.R. Berkley

“ Management liability rates 
increased 20% [in Q4]… 
Premium revenue growth 
continued to accelerate as 
more business meets our 
underwriting standards and 
we achieved greater price 
adequacy in a rapidly 
improving underwriting 
environment. We have started 
the new year in excellent shape 
with a lot of momentum.”

– Evan Greenberg, Chairman 
& CEO, Chubb

“

CARRIER POV
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REASONS WHY 
PREMIUMS ARE 
GOING UP*:

D&O: Market Update
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MARKET TRENDS

› Securities class actions are increasing in 
both frequency and severity.

› D&O market is experiencing new and 
increased exposures.

› Derivative action is rising with some 
recent very large settlements.

› Retentions are increasing dramatically in 
many cases.

› Capacity may or may not be available, 
depending on litigation trends.

› As a result of Cyan decision in March 2018, IPO pricing and retentions have 
skyrocketed, though recent Sciabacucci ruling in Delaware Supreme Court 
may provide some relief.

› Capacity becoming more limited and for what capacity is available, carriers 
are pushing rate hard.

› Market-leading carriers seeking large premium increases and upward 
adjustments on retentions while, in some cases, simultaneously
cutting limits.

› Companies in biotechnology and technology industries are sued most often.
› New D&O exposures such as #MeToo, climate change, cyber, and privacy 

oversight continue to rise.

Likelihood of 
Being Sued

5%

2019 Median Cash 
Settlement (10-year 
average is $8.3M)

$13.6M
2019 Average 
Settlement

$37M

Litigation Rate 
for S&P 500

7.2%

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Public D&O rates continue to 
go up as increased litigation 
frequency and severity contribute 
to carrier losses, which drives 
premiums up.
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MARKET TRENDS

› Insurers are continuing to quote
rate increases.

› +3% to +25% rate increases for
standard renewals.

› +20% to +45% rate increases, or 
non-renewal, for problematic accounts.

› Problematic accounts classified as 
loss-driven, no demonstrated 
commitment to risk improvement, or 
catastrophe-prone.

› Many carriers are putting increased 
emphasis on verifying reported values 
following losses revealing 
undervaluation.

› 2017/2018: The 2017 hurricanes, 2018 wildfires, hail, and multiple 
large risk losses significantly hurt profitability for carriers.

› 2019: Carriers focused on underwriting and rate adequacy after years 
of rate decreases and expanding policy terms.

› 2020: Carriers with January 1 reinsurance treaty renewals saw 
increased costs (10%+ increases).

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Losses directly impact capacity 
which, in turn, impacts premiums—
increased claims and losses and 
past undervaluation continue to 
push rates up.

9.7% 8.8% 8.5% 5.9%
2.9%

45.4%

-15.0%-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Q4 2019 3Q 2019 2Q 2019 1Q 2019 4Q 2018 High Low

Commercial Property Rate Change %

Source: The Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers
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Commercial property pricing in the United States
has increased every month since October 2017.

REASONS WHY 
PREMIUMS ARE 
GOING UP:

1) The Commercial Property insurance 
industry has been losing money. In fact, the 
P&C industry has been above a 100 
combined ratio in 6 of the last 9 years. Only 
2013–2015 were profitable, explained by 
extremely low losses from natural disasters.

2) Low 
interest rates 
are impacting 
insurer 
investment 
portfolios.

3) Non-catastrophe losses (i.e. 
hail and water damage) have 
been increasing at an accelerated 
rate over the last few years.

4) Decreased 
capacity—insurers 
are cutting limits 
and alternative 
capital has pulled 
back.

The market is responding to the 
fact that rates have not kept pace 
with loss cost over a number of 
years, which has put pressure on 
margins and ultimately on 
reserves. Rates for major 
accounts were up over 8% with 
risk management up 4.5%, 
excess casualty up 17.5% and 
property up over 29%.”

– Evan Greenberg, Chairman 
& CEO, Chubb

“ We reduced total gross limits by 
over $20 billion or 37% in the third 
quarter and over $80 billion or 
49% year to date. Average 
deductibles increased by 27% in 
the quarter and 30% year to 
date…

…We expect to continue to see 
rate increases through the 
remainder of the year and into 
2020.”

– Peter Zaffino, Chief Executive 
Officer, AIG General Insurance

“ We continue to effectively manage the 
rate retention dynamic, achieving 
higher rate increases in each business 
unit and doing so with steady 
retentions, except for specific areas 
such as aging services and large 
property, which had lower retentions. 
We are satisfied with the trade-off as 
those areas have the highest rate 
needs, and we continue to walk away 
when we can't secure adequate terms 
and conditions.”

– Dino Ennio Robusto, Chief Executive 
Officer, CNA Financial Corporation

“ In the third quarter, the 
underlying loss ratio was 
67.3%, a point higher than 
the third quarter last year 
and several points higher 
than the first half of 2019, 
driven by large property 
losses in our Lloyd’s 
Syndicate and in Europe.” 

– James Michael Anderson, 
Chief Financial Officer, CNA 
Financial Corporation

“

CARRIER POV

Property: Carrier Perspective

Property: Market Update—Mid-sized Organizations

Carrier Perspective
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Commercial property pricing in the United States
has increased every month since October 2017.

REASONS WHY 
PREMIUMS ARE 
GOING UP:

1) The Commercial Property insurance 
industry has been losing money. In fact, the 
P&C industry has been above a 100 
combined ratio in 6 of the last 9 years. Only 
2013–2015 were profitable, explained by 
extremely low losses from natural disasters.

2) Low 
interest rates 
are impacting 
insurer 
investment 
portfolios.

3) Non-catastrophe losses (i.e. 
hail and water damage) have 
been increasing at an accelerated 
rate over the last few years.

4) Decreased 
capacity—insurers 
are cutting limits 
and alternative 
capital has pulled 
back.

The market is responding to the 
fact that rates have not kept pace 
with loss cost over a number of 
years, which has put pressure on 
margins and ultimately on 
reserves. Rates for major 
accounts were up over 8% with 
risk management up 4.5%, 
excess casualty up 17.5% and 
property up over 29%.”

– Evan Greenberg, Chairman 
& CEO, Chubb

“ We reduced total gross limits by 
over $20 billion or 37% in the third 
quarter and over $80 billion or 
49% year to date. Average 
deductibles increased by 27% in 
the quarter and 30% year to 
date…

…We expect to continue to see 
rate increases through the 
remainder of the year and into 
2020.”

– Peter Zaffino, Chief Executive 
Officer, AIG General Insurance

“ We continue to effectively manage the 
rate retention dynamic, achieving 
higher rate increases in each business 
unit and doing so with steady 
retentions, except for specific areas 
such as aging services and large 
property, which had lower retentions. 
We are satisfied with the trade-off as 
those areas have the highest rate 
needs, and we continue to walk away 
when we can't secure adequate terms 
and conditions.”

– Dino Ennio Robusto, Chief Executive 
Officer, CNA Financial Corporation

“ In the third quarter, the 
underlying loss ratio was 
67.3%, a point higher than 
the third quarter last year 
and several points higher 
than the first half of 2019, 
driven by large property 
losses in our Lloyd’s 
Syndicate and in Europe.” 

– James Michael Anderson, 
Chief Financial Officer, CNA 
Financial Corporation

“

CARRIER POV

Property: Carrier Perspective

Property: Market Update
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MARKET TRENDS

› Insurers continue to quote rate increases.

› Problematic accounts—loss-driven, no 
demonstrated commitment to risk 
improvement, or cat-prone—have higher 
rate increases or non-renewal.

› Many carriers are putting increased 
emphasis on verifying reported values 
following losses undervaluation.

› Retraction in capacity in the Insurance-
Linked Securities (ILS) market due to 
trapped capital and cooling of
investor appetite.

› 77% of CIAB respondents reported 
decrease in Commercial Property 
underwriting capacity in 4Q-2019.

Rate increases or 
non-renewal for 

problematic accounts

Rate increases for 
standard renewals

+7% – +25% +25% – +80% 

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Losses directly impact capacity 
which, in turn, impacts premiums—
increased claims and losses and 
past undervaluation continue to 
push rates up.

› 2017/2018: The 2017 hurricanes, 2018 wildfires, hail, and multiple 
large risk losses significantly hurt profitability for carriers.

› 2019: Carriers focused on underwriting and rate adequacy after years 
of rate decreases and expanding policy terms.

› 2020: Carriers with January 1st reinsurance treaty renewals saw 
increased costs (10%+ increases).

Property: Market Update—Large Organizations

Carrier Perspective
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MARKET TRENDS

› Cargo-only policies with good loss history 
are seeing single-digit rate increases.

› Stock Throughput policies are seeing rate 
increases from 10% to 50%; companies 
with significant losses are seeing even 
larger increases.

› Companies with transit exposures in 
Mexico are seeing warranties that require 
special security procedures.

› The following occupancies are seeing the 
largest rate increases:

› Pharmaceuticals, Food, Wineries, & Retail

› The Marine Cargo industry was not profitable in 2016, 2017, or 2018.

› In 2019, several Lloyd's Syndicate locations were closed following the decile 
10 review, reducing available capacity.

› 2020 is already off to a challenging start for Cargo market: The tornado 
that hit a Dell storage facility in Nashville, TN resulted in one of the largest 
individual stock losses the Lloyd's insurance market has seen in years.

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Losses directly impact capacity 
which, in turn, impacts premiums—
increased losses continue to push 
rates up.

>$250 million loss
CARGO MARKET

FOR TORNADO HIT
At Dell Facility in Tennessee

2016, 2017, 2018
CARGO MARKET

Not Profitable

HIGHLIGHTS 
OF CARRIER 
BEHAVIOR

The Marine market continues to adjust to the efforts of 
the Lloyd’s of London market to improve profitability.*
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Lloyd’s of London hard stop 
leaves Californian wineries in ‘total 
crisis.’ (Losses) resulted in Lloyd's 
taking a hard stance against wine 
stock halfway through 2019, 
leaving the US domestic market 
under great pressure to provide 
the much-needed coverage.”

– Bethan Moorcraft, 
Insurance Business America 

“ Premiums for marine insurance, 
which until 2018 had fallen for 
years due to rising competition 
and lower claims, are increasing 
after a surge in catastrophe losses 
in the past two years and growing 
geopolitical tensions. For Lloyd’s, 
still reeling from two years of 
losses due to the heavy claims 
from natural disasters, it will 
still take 12-24 months before 
the segment returns to profit, 
Chief Executive John Neal told 
Reuters in New York last week.”

– Carolyn Cohn, Jonathan Saul, & 
Suzanne Barlyn, Reuters

“ Lloyd’s of London Reviews Marine 
Insurance Market as Losses Mount

Lloyd's of London Ltd., a marketplace 
that controls about a fifth of the 
global marine insurance market, is 
reviewing a number of loss-making 
members, a move that could drive up 
costs for insuring the world's ocean 
carriers.

The review comes after a loss of $2.6 
billion at Lloyd's last year and 
involves a number of Lloyd’s 80-plus 
insuring groups that have been 
unprofitable for the past three years.”

– Costas Paris, the Wall Street 
Journal

“ Aspen Syndicate 4711, Lloyd’s 
worst performer in 2019 with 
a combined ratio of 139 
percent, booked a loss of 
$71.1 million primarily due to 
higher than expected prior 
year losses in its now 
shuttered marine and energy 
liability accounts.”

– The Insurer 

“

Neon will no longer offer 
Maritime insurance through 
Lloyd’s. Lloyd’s is considered the 
foundation of Maritime insurance. 

Swiss Re closed its Ocean and 
Marine Cargo unit in 2019.

*Luke Callin, Reinsurance News

Carriers who have remained in the 
marine market are taking corrective 
actions such as increasing rate and 
deductibles while decreasing capacity.

MARKET POV

Cargo and Stock Throughput: Market Perspective
Market Perspective

Cargo and Stock: Market Update
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MARKET TRENDS
› Increasing claims costs, a growing litigation 

finance industry, huge settlements, and
jury verdicts.

› The Casualty market is well-capitalized, but 
key lines such as Auto, General/Products 
Liability, and Umbrella/Excess are strained.

› Plenty of capacity exists for primary 
Casualty lines, but the insurers have 
significantly cut capacity for Excess lines, 
putting material pressure on rates.

› Insurers have implemented rigorous 
underwriting discipline and are
shortening limits while increasing 
requirement attachments.

› The key driver of rate pressure is the negative claims trend across 
Auto, GL, and Excess. There are increasing average claims settlements 
and a boom in nuclear verdicts/punitive damages claims.

› Commercial Auto continues to destroy capital for insurers as rate 
increases still have not caught up to claims costs. The estimated 
combined ratio for 2019, the 9th consecutive unprofitable year for 
Auto, is 106%.

› The litigation finance industry, which funds claimants' suits against 
policy holders, reached an estimated $9.5 billion in assets.

› Huge settlements and jury verdicts are on the rise—an estimated 
300% increase in verdicts >$20 million in 2019 since the prior decade.

Average Rate Movement – Recent Renewals

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

There is upward pressure on 
rates/premiums due to more 
claims and larger settlements 
in Auto, General Liability, 
and Excess.

Period Auto WC GL Umbrella

Q4 2019 10.5% -1.9% 5.8% 13.6%

Q3 2019 9.1% -2.7% 4.6% 9.8%

Q2 2019 8.4% -2.5% 3.2% 5.7%

Q1 2019 8.8% -3.3% 2.0% 3.3%

Q4 2018 7.0% -3.3% 1.4% 2.3%

Q3 2018 7.0% -2.6% 8.0% 1.4%

Source: CIAB Q4 Rate Survey

What CIAB member brokers are 
saying about Umbrella rates

• 93% reported rate increases

• 62% reported increase of 10%–50%

• 75% reported reduction in Lead 
Umbrella limits

CIAB Rate Survey, Q4-2019

Sustained Losses are Resulting in Changes to UnderwritingCARRIER POV

Casualty: Carrier Perspective
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Many insurance executives feel that kind of 
sentiment has surged recently, sparked by 
things like the global financial crisis, rising 
income inequality and even the #MeToo 
movement. Economists at the Swiss Re Institute 
also point to the rise of litigation finance 
funding bigger lawsuits. Executives have also 
said that historical models of anticipated 
losses may be outdated.”

The Wall Street Journal, Dec. 27, 2019

“ Comprehensive national data on jury behavior 
and awards are limited, academics say. By 
some counts, though, the frequency of very big 
verdicts may be rising. A review of US cases 
reported to VerdictSearch shows a more than 
300% rise in the frequency of verdicts $20 
million or over in 2019 from the annual 
average from 2001 to 2010.”

The Wall Street Journal, Dec. 27, 2019

“

Increased Auto and 
Umbrella rates for all but 
the most benign 
Auto/GL/Products risks

Increased attachments 
for Umbrella policies

Reduced capacity for 
Umbrellas/Low Excess 
policies

HIGHLIGHTS 
OF CARRIER 
BEHAVIOR

Casualty: Market Update

Carrier Perspective
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MARKET TRENDS

› Consumer privacy regulations with 
significant penalties are sweeping across 
the globe.

› Ransomware attacks continue to 
increase, with higher demand amounts 
and costly business disruptions.

› Board oversight of cyber and privacy risk 
is increasing.

› Rates are increasing for excess layers on 
large towers as cyber losses prove to be 
more catastrophic.

› Ransomware was the largest attack style in 2019, as attackers pivoted 
towards enterprise-level targets with ransom demands in the millions and 
higher Companies now being publicly shamed for not paying ransom.

› Penalties for violations of privacy laws such as GDPR and CCPA are 
steep—through direct fines or private rights of action granting
statutory damages.

› Securities class action and shareholder derivative suits following high-
profile data breaches have boards asking more questions about cyber risk 
and insurance. Notable suits: Yahoo, Equifax, Marriot, FedEx, Capital One.

CONTEXT FOR CURRENT TRENDS

OUR POV

Pricing and capacity remain stable 
for now. Ransomware and regulatory 
changes are driving losses for carriers. 
Many clients analyzing limits given 
changing risk environment.

Growth in average 
ransomware payments

104%
Days average 

downtime

16.2

HIGHLIGHTS 
OF CARRIER 
BEHAVIOR

The Impact of Growing & More Sophisticated Cyber Attacks

Cyber Liability: A Closer Look at the Trends
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Privacy regulation is taking hold
• GDPR fines: 4% of annual revenue

• CCPA fines: up to $7,500 per violation (read: 
per consumer)

• CCPA private right of action: Statutory 
damages between $100–$650 per 
consumer

• IL BIPA private right of action: up to $1,000 
per individual

• 18 States considering similar consumer 
privacy legislation

Board oversight of cyber and 
privacy risk is increasing
• Many boards now require annual, or more 

often, privacy and cyber risk update

• Cyber risk analytics are key to supporting 
cyber insurance limit decision

• Security frameworks (e.g., NIST, CIS Top 20 
Controls) provide structure for 
boards/management to facilitate discussion

• Cyber incidents more frequently leading to 
SCA claims against company and directors 
and officers

Ransomware threat is growing
• 104% growth in ransom payments from 

Q3–Q4 2019 ($41K to $84K)

• 16.2% days in average downtime during Q4, 
up from 12.1 days in Q3

Many carriers now asking more 
underwriting questions with 
regards to backup procedures 
to stem ransomware risk. 

Silent Cyber: Non-affirmative 
coverage is going by the wayside as 
insurers are adding exclusionary 
language for Cyber (Property, 
Cargo, General Liability).

Rates on excess layers have 
firmed, as carriers begin to 
see tower-busting losses 
reverberate through the 
insurance market. 

A Closer Look at the Trends

Cyber Liability: Market Update
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